Daniel Chavas developed the EAPS Science Leadership Fellows program to advance DEI in EAPS in ways that rise above and beyond regular committee and service work.
Briony Horgan led the effort to draft and implement the EAPS Code of Conduct that provides guidance and expectations for creating a positive, inclusive, and supportive culture that benefits everyone.
Alexandria Johnson is among the most student driven faculty in EAPS. She is an invaluable resource for atmospheric and planetary science students when it comes to possible career paths.
CUSTOMER SERVICE AWARD

Tracy McGirt
Administrative Assistant

Tracy McGirt has streamlined the EAPS course schedule builds and developed strong relationships with the registrar's office.
Ken Ridgway plays an oversized role in mentoring the entire department and sets the example for "leading when not in charge." From undergraduates to senior faculty, nearly everyone in the department seeks his advice at some point.
CONGRATULATIONS

Thank you to all of our honorees for your persistent efforts to create a culture of respect, inclusion, innovation and growth.

We appreciate you!